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The meeting was called to order at 10.50 a.m.

STATEMENTS BY NON-GOVERNMENTAL ORGANIZATIONS

The CHAIRMAN (interpretation from Spanish): This meeting being held today

by the Ad Hoc Committee could very well be considered a landmark in the history

of the United Nations. B.Y unanimous decision the Geberal Assembly adopted the

recommendation of the Preparatory Committee of the Special Session devoted to

Disarmament to assign a special day to hear statements from 25 representatives

of non-governmental organizations. vfuen it considered this question in depth~
.... ..."..........

the Prepara~ory Gommittee bore in mind the great interest and concern s~own

by the organizations in the various aspects of disarmament and the constructive

contribution that they would be able to make to our work.

Disarmament is not the province of governments alone. It concerns directly

all the peoples of the world and world public opinion, some of whose sectors

will be represented by the speakers coming to the rostrum today. The General

As<s.embly wished in this way to shO'l'T that disarme.ment is a common undertaking in

which everyone should be engaged.

With great good sense and a sense of history, the non-governmental

organizations have thus been given a unique opportunity. It is now up to these

organizations to shOW, with a sense of responsibility; that they can respond

to the trust placed in them as they deal with the tasks before the General

Assembly. I believe I am reflecting the feelings of all representatives here

present when I express the hope that the non-governmental organizations will

be able to be equal to the task, and that their submissions will promote greater

understanding a.nd co-operation among Member States in the United Nations. In

other words, far from arousing potential confrontations, we hope that they will

be a positive factor in cementing a climate of confidence and understanding

on the basis of which it will be possible only to make real progress to curb

the arms race and begin the stage of genuine disarmament.

Regrettably, limitations imposed by time and-the procedure adopted have lwt.
.. ......

made it possible for other organizations, which submitted requests after

these 25 organizations were designated, to take part. I would like to thank them
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(The Chairman)

for the interest that they have shown, and we 'YTOuld like to assure them that

while they are not with us in these deliberations, that certainly does not

prejudge their competence or their authority when they present their valuable

points of view on the subject of disarmament. I am confident that they will

have this opportunity in the future when a meeting similar to the present

one is convened.

The rep~esentatives of non-governmental organizations have been duly

informed that they have a maximum of 12 minutes for their statements. I

would request them to abide by that limit strictly. We will be listening

very closely to their statements. In alphabeticfj~ order, I shall nm'T call

on each of the speakers that appear on the list of the 25 non_governmental

organizations. I call first. on the representc:.,tive of the Afro-Asian

Peoples' Solidarity Organization (AAPSO), Mr. Nouri Abdulrazzak.

Mr. ABDULRAZZAK (Afro-Asian Peoples' Solidarity Organization): There
is no further need to show hmv much the arms race costs humanity nor hmv deeply

it affects our planet's present and futur·e. We~ on behalf of the Afro-Asian

Peoples I Sol.idarity Organization (AAPSO), "lvould rather emphasize how

disarmament affects the peoples of Africa and Asia and the third world in

general.

Let us first stress the fact that the peoples of the third world suffer,

as the Committee knows, f~om economic bac~vardness and other different diseases

inherited from centuries of colonialist rule. It is painful, yet true, to

state that while the world spends $1,000 million on armaments every day,

thousands of people in Africa and Asia and other under-developed areas die of

starvation. vfuile they Sh0uld concentrate all their efforts on peaceful

construction of their under-developed countries, they are haunted by imperialist

aggressive conspiracies and schemes which force them to devote more efforts

to the arms race in self-defence.

Let us underline two such examples in Asia and Africa. The turning of

certain countries in the Middle East and southern Africa into two aggressive

arsenals has dragged the peoples of both regions into successive wars and armed

clashes and forced them to allocate huge funds for armament in defence of their

freedom and independence.
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(Mr. Abdulrazzak, Afro-Asian Peoples'
Solidarity Organization)

While the peoples of Asia hoped to transform their continent into a

peace zone after arms had been downed in South East Asia, there now has

appeared a scheme to establish more military bases and aggressive pacts.
against the will of the peoples of Asia.

And, lastly, \vhile peoples call for a halt to the manufacture of weapons

of mass destruction, a feverish attem~t is made to produce and deploy the

neutron bomb. ·rhe SALT ta1k< still need to be concluded for the benefit of

mankind.
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(Mr. Abdulrazzak, Afro-Asian
Peoples'Solidarity Orga~ization)

The world arsenal is so piled ti~h with Ivea.pons of mass destructicr{ that perples

are not ready any more to accept a new menace in the form of the neutron bomb,

Peoples want a secure life that is not threatened by heaps of arms and oombs.

This was sufficiently demonstrated by the peoples' insistence on disarmament

and, lately, by the world-wide protest against the production and deployment of

the neutron bomb. It is no longer sufficient to postpone the production of

this bomb to silence world public opinion. Peoples want the scbemes for the

production and deployment of this new weapon to be totally given up.

Peoples also want sincere efforts to reach concrete and constructive

results in the Strategic Arms Limitation Talks (SALT). Unless such results are

attained, detente and peaceful coexistence will be threatened.

On the other hand, detente and peaceful coexistence will a]ways be

threatened. unless the hotbeds of tension are elimins.t\:,do The continuous

aggressinn against Arab peoples and the arrogant denial of the legitimate national

rights of the Palestinian people have turned the Middle East into a hotbed of

tension liable to explode at any moment. The white minority!s apartheid regime

in South Africa still reject the United Nations resolutions and continues to :::-:".:ld

against the will of the international community. It is ccnpiling arms and

threatening independent African countries, thus pushing the whole region

to the brink of an explosion.

~he Afro-Asian Peoples' Solidarity Organization, which has sincerely expressed

the hopes and aspirations of the peoples of both continents for more ~han

20 years and which was established on the principles of non-alignment for peace,

1isarmament5 national independence and social progress, appeals to all delegations

to j cin c"U.r efforts in order to turn our words and hopes into concrete action

tOlvards disarmament as a pre:t'0Cluisite for solving the acute problems of the

world community. Yet, we reiterate ,vhat has been previously stated by the

International Non-Governmental Organizations Conference on Disarmament in

Geneva, that is, that the elimination of colonialism, nea-colonialism, fascism,

foreign occupation and all forms of oppression, the strengthening of peaceful

coexistence and detent~ among nations, and the elimination of all forms of

domination and intervention in the internal affairs of other countries are

absolute prereCluisites for the achievement of a general and complete disarmament.
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(IIlr. Abdulrazzak, Afro-Asian
Peoples' Solidarity Organization)

This fact applies, above all, to both continents of Africa and Asia. That is

why the Afro-Asian Peoples' Solidarity Organization sees that the struggle

for national liberatio~ and social progress and against imperialism, Zionism

and apartheid and the struggle for disarmament are inseparable.

In a world in which half a billion people, mostly from Asia and Africa,

are severely undernourished and in which contagious diseases and malnutrition

sap the vitality of millions of children and adults, 29 per cent of the world's

scientific manpower and 40 per cent of all spending for research and development

are devoted to military purposes.

The accelerated world-wide traffic in arms has increased national debts

and exacerbated balance-of-payments problems. In many Afro-Asian countries,

military expenditures are growing faster than the civilian economy, thus not

only diminishing the possibility for development but actually increasing poverty

and social maladjustments.

The Afro-Asian Peoples' Solidarity Organization is cl"'nvinced that the

realization of the new international economic order and the meeting of basic

human needs are not possible until the priorities are reversed and the development

needs of humanity are given precedence over the arms race.

The International Non-Governmental Conference on D~sarmament held in Geneva

from 27 February to 2 March 1978, in which the Afro-Asian Peoples' Solidarity

Organization played an active role and which represented a wide range of political,

philosophical and socio-economic tendencies, considered this special session

of the General Assembly devoted to disarmament an important response to the

aspirations of the peoples of the world repeateQly expressed by the

non-governmental organizations community.

We hope that this session will reach a decision on the quick convocation of

a world conference on disarmament.

The Afro-Asian Peoples' Solidarity Organization has always had the question

of disarmament as an important item on the agenda of its meetings and

conferences. The question of disarmament has always occupied a foremost priority

in our publications and other activities. By this, we reflect the just

aspirations of the peoples of Asia and Africa and all other parts of the world.
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(Mr. Abdulrazzak, Afro-Asian
Peoples' Solidarity Organization)

In this field, we have co-operated and are ready to co-operate with all peace

loving forces and organizations. That is why we attach great importance to this

special session of the United Nations General Assembly.

The Afro-Asian Peoples' Solidarity Organization Secretariat wishes

delegations every success in their deliberations~ hoping that they will decide on

effective concrete actions and measures for total disarmament.

The C}illIRI~N (interpretation from Spanish): The next speaker is the

representative of the Asian Buddhist Conference for Peace, the Most Venerable

Samajin Gombojav.

The ~~ost Venerabl e Samaj in GOVillOJAV (Asian Buddhist Conference for Peace)

(spoke in Mongolian; English tE..~t furnished by the speaker): I, a Buddhist monk,

have come from the continent of Asia, representing the Asian Buddhist Conference

for Peace, a Buddhist peace movement. I have come to convey the encouragement

and prayers of our Buddhists and of the many millions of our disciples and

followers to this Assembly, which is called upon to search for ways and means

to save mankind from the threat of deadly arms. I take this opportunity to

express my profound gratitude at being granted the privilege of addressing this

important international forum with the noblest of callings.

The Lord Buddha, Our Fully Enlightened and Compassionate Teacher, counselled

that bringing death to living beings by weapons is the worst evil alien to

humanism.
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(The Most Venerable Samajin Gombojav,

Asian Buddhist Conference for Peace)

According to the law of causation, those who want to live in happiness,

having put others in suffering are none but foes because they create bands of

enemies, ~~d those who, while desiring peace for theKsclvcsabsurdly draw
.

tbe sword against others who want peace, never enjoy peace and tran~uillity

themselves, and the man who brandishes the sword is condemned to perish by

the blade of his own sword.

That is a warr.ing I assume for those who favour an increment in the

stockpile of arms and advocate the preparation for war. The unprecedented

arms race, the constant increase in military expenditures, the possible spread

of nuclear weapons and the development of new types of more destructive

weapons further i~crease the danger of nuclear war.

At present we are faced with two alternatives: one is a way leading

to a catastrophic arms build-up, aggression and war; the other is the path to

mutual understanding, disarmament, peaceful co-existence and co-operation.

It is high tim.e for us to ponder seriously our present and future so as to

allow mankind to survive on this planet. Wisdom is a remarkable attainment

of man, an immeasurable treasure and an invincible weapon. I believe no

weapon is stronger than the power of manls wisdom. Wise mind aspires to

meritorirnls deed and to harmony and amity, and ill will craves for inhuman

weapon and evil cause. I believe in manls capacity to settle the problems

of this troubled world saturated with the danger of armaments. Immediate

cessation of the arms race and bringing about disarmament have become the

most urgent objectives of to-day and a chailenge for the wisdom and dignity

of the human species.

The convening of this special session of the United Nations General Assembly

devoted to disarmament, the first of its kind in history~ constitutes an

expression of deep awareness by the world community of these pressing

objectives"and it is in full accord with the aspirations of Buddhists advocating

peace and benevolence.

The Asian Buddhist Conference for Peace, since its inception has actively,

taken part in and made its contribution to the world-wide movement for

putting an end to all kinds of nuclear-weapon tests~ the cessation of the
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(The Host Venerable Sama,iin Gombo,iav,
Asian Buddhist Conference for Peace)
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arms race and prohibition of nuclear and other weapons of mass destruction,

and genor~l ~nd complete disarm~ment.

Our views and ideas on arms limitation and disarmament were outlined

in the documents of the first ald second general conferences of the Asian Buddilist

Conference for Peace as well as in the 1970 Ulanbator resolutions, the 1974'

New Delhi Declaration, and the 1976 Tokyo Appeal.

Our views on disarmament were defined in the message of the Asian

Buddhist Conference for Peace sent to the Preparatory Committee of this

special session of the United Nations General Assemb~y on 20 February 1978~

and we requested that they be reflected in the documents to be adopted by

this special session. He hope that this special session will elaborate and

adopt basic guidelines for negotiations on disarmament and unanimously outline

priority measures to be taken ln this field.

The top priority problem is the prohibition and destruction of nuclear

weapons, the most dangerous means of mass snnihilation. Those weapons are

directed against the right of man to live and against the right of man to

exist. Therefore, first of all, the nuclear-l.,reapon tests must be completely

banned by all and in all spheres. To that end constructive efforts on the

part of all Powers possessing nuclear weapons are indispensable. This should

not be influenced by differences in religion and ideology.

The s~rict observance of all the provisions of the Treaty on the Non

Proliferation of Nuclear Heapons, the adherence of all States to that Treaty,

the successful completion of the talks between the Soviet Union and the

United States on the limitation of offensive strategic armaments and the

renunciation of the development and manufacture of new types and systems of

weapons of mass destruction are of vital importance.

I'le Buddhists hold a strong view that manufacturing and deploying neutron

weapons is in glaring contravention of humanism and compassion and is utterly

detrimental to the cause of universal peace and security. In resisting such a

plan we join people of goodwill throughout the world. We urge that this most

inhumane weapon of mass destruction must be rejected and outlawed through

the conclusion of an appropriate international treaty.
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Asian Buddhist Conference for Peace)
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Here I should like to emphasize that it is indispensable for every

statesman who bears a high responsibility before mankind to comprehend

that acts in ~isregard of the broadest public sentiments tend to lead to the

most evil misdeeds.

It is our hope and belief that this session will make an important

contribution to the C::Luse of .~·l:eral and complete disarmament and thus open

up a.new encolrraging vist~ to our ultimate objective. I humbly submit
. I.- .
that tangible measures towards reducing armaments and the armed forces of the

permanent members of the United Nations Security Council and other countries

having significant military potential would give a fresh impetus to the ""llcL.::E1'.-ours

to attain that goal.

It is important that all Governments should exert every ~ffort to overccme

mutual distrust and suspicion through the display of greater vision and

wisdom and consolidate the foundations of mutual understandinG confidence

and co-operation. The amicable solution of disputes between States and

renunciation of the use of force in inter-State relations would surely

constitute a valuable asset in that regard.

It is my conviction that should all the States of the world reach an

agreement on the non-use of force it would mean that there would be no war

and no use of weapons~ including nuclear weapons.

Although the comprehensive solution of all the problems concerning

disarmament is difficult and complex ~ the consist.::nt l:ffort for th(:i~ soJ.L:.~:on is

a worthwhile and noble endeavour which will win eternal praise from mankind.

For I believe our struggle for disarmament is a struggle for the survival of

mankind, for its dreams and aspirations and for the preservation of human

civili.zation. l'Je can achieve success only through consistent ana. sustained

effort. I pray that our common endeavour may finally eliminate the threat of

armaments ~ accomplish a triumph of goodwill and justice and bring about a

peaceful and tranquil life for all.

I hope that this august General Assembly will live up to our

expectations of greater successes and for that I pray to our Lord Buddha. May

all nations enjoy the fruits of good neighbourliness, avoiding confrontations.

May the flowers of peace spread all over the world i~stead of deadly Iveapons.

May 2,11 the pl,)oples of this plEmet enjoy the e:tcrnFll blcsGings of peace and

trawLuillity .
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The CHAIRMAN: The next speaker is the representative of the
Commission of the Churches on International Affairs.

Hr. Fhilip POTTER (Commission of the Churches on International
Affairs): It is a great privilege for me, on behalf of the World Council
of Churches, to address this Committee. The Horld Council of Churches is a
fellowship of 293 Orthodox and Protestant churches in over 100 countries.
They comprise hundreds of millions of believers who live in east and ,.est,
north and south, people who find themselves caught up in all the
ideological, political, economic, social, racial and cultural conflicts
of our time. One of the main functions of the Council is to express the
common concern of the churches in the service of human need, the breaking
dOWL of barriers between people, and the promotion of one human family in
justice and peace.

The barriers caused by war and by the armaments race have been a major
preoccupation of the Council from its inception 30 years ago. Through its
Commission of the Churches on International Affairs, which has consultative
status with various United Nations bodies, the Council has indefatigably
represented the churches in the concern for disarmament and has constantly
sought to rouse the conscience of Christians to throw their weight,with
people of goodwill and Governments,in working for peace and justice.
Christians expert in the field of disarmament have been mobilized and
valuable contributions have been made. The Fifth Assembly of the World Council
of Churches, held at Nairobi in 1975, called for studies in depth on militarism
and disarmament. Since then consultations have been hel~ and their findings
have been shared with delegates at this special session of the United Nations.
I should mention that on Sunday, 21 May, the eve of this special session,
churches throughout the world remembered it in their prayers to the God of
peace.

As Christians have grappled with the issues of disarmament, they have
been painfully aware of the qualitatively new elements in the situation
during this disarmament decade. The world has, in fact, become more insecure
in these years.
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AE/vr

First, considerably more material and human resources are beins

concentrated on the production of armaments. Science and technology, the

preserve of an intellectual elite in both rich and poor countries, are now

deployed by the alliance of those involved in the business, bureaucratic,

political and military sectors to produce new and ever more lethal weapons

at a prodigious rate. This is 01~en done secretly, in the corridors of power

and beyond social control. Moreover, the dramatic increase in the number,

variety, destructive power and cost of these armaments frustrates disarmament

negotiations more than ever before because they change the nature of the

problems which have to be faced.

Secondly, arms production and sale have become part of the national

economic policy of the rich developed world, and therefore dictate political

and fcrpien rolicies. Weapons-producing national and transnational corporations

have exacerbated this trend. This has meant a marked increase in the flow

of arms to the poorer, developing countries, which in the process become

dependent clients of the powerful States and potentially widen the scope of

armed conflict. For example, it is known that of the over 130 armed conflicts

which have taken place since the Second World War nearly all have been in the

third world, and the powerful nations of the rich world have been involved

in those conflicts. Disarmament has therefore become a truly global concern.

Hence the necessity and timeliness of this special session of the United

Nations.

Thirdly, national security should be the instrument for promoting the

social, economic and political rights of all peoples within the nation State.

However, in a growing number of countries it has become a doctrine which is

used to justify military take-overs, the suppression of civilian political

institutions, and the violation of basjc human rights. In the defence of

"law and orderil
, sinister instruments of torture, police and prison hardware,

and sophisticated means of intelligence-gathering have been produced and sold

to minority and undemocratic regimes, especially in the third world. We are

witnessing the increasing militarization of many ef our societies and the

tendency to extend a country's military, ioeological and economic frontiers

far beyond its national borders. all of which leads to greater.' insecurity.
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(Mr. Potter, Comission o~ the Churches
on International A~~airsr
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Moreover, in the name o~ national security, the mass media and-educational

institutions are ~requently misused to ~oster a psychosis of fear and

mistrust and to prevent any way of looking at resolution o~ con~licts,other

than in military terms.

FourthlYll overshadowing all these dangerous tendencies is the

development o~ new generations o~ even more destructive conventional and

nuclear weapons. There is a growing danger o~ nuclear proli~eration

and o~ a lowering of the nuclear threshold. The deployment o~ weapons, through

missiles, submarines and long-range bombers, has made possible a strike capability

encoJnI:assing all nations and peoples. Furthermore, the super-PowEr.S a.re now

seeking to create an atmosphere in which ~irst-strike capability will

sooner or later be turned to reality, and will thus hasten the annihilation

o~ the human race.

In face o~ this cataloglJ.e o~ accelerated insecurity, the churches
cannot remain inactive spectators. On the oasis of their ~aith in a

God who, in Jesus Christ, wills that we should have li~e, and have it

in all its fullness, and in his purpose that the earth should be

replenished and used ~or the well··being o~ all, Christians are- called

to bring new perspectives to bear on the issues o~ militarism and the

arms race. I have time to mention only in a". general way a ~e"T o~ these

perspectives.
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First, disarmament is an intep:ra1 part of the strugr;le for a just,

l?articil?atory and sustAinable society. The threat to peace of the arms race

is ineA~ricab1y related to the other ~revai1ing threats to human survival -.
~overt~r. ann hun~pr, rRcia1~ nolitica1 an~ econonic o~nression~ the suppression

of h~man riBhts~ the despoi1in~ of the environment and the wanton wastage of

the resources of the earth. l)isarmaJ1'lent ana. the search for a new international

economic ora.er are inse1;larab1e efforts tm-rards peace ,odth justice. Thus

disarmament is not a technical but a ~olitica1 and moral concern. A global

ap:nroach to disarmament is needed. Everything vrhich is done to achieve a more

just economic order, to share material and human resources in an equitable way

and to facilitate the ~articipation of all in the life of society is bound to

contribute to e1iminatin~ the arms race and the mi1itarization of society.

Secondly, we must chal1en~e the idol of a distorted concept of national

security which is directed to encourar,ing fear and mistrust resulting in

greater insec·urity. The only security vrorthy of its name lies in enabling

people to participate fully in the life of their r-ation 'and to establish

relations of trllst between 1?eoplee of different nations. It is only when there

is a real <'l5.a10:c;ue - a sharinl~ of life vrith life in mutual trust and respect 

thA.t there caTl be true security.

Tpirdly, Crristi~ns are p1edr,ed to work for creating those structures and

mechanisms by uhich disarmament can be sou/Sht boldly and imaginatively. The

United Nations is the most effective forQm for enabling the nations to work

for that international security vrhich will ensure national securit:,r, for the

rule of 1a,-r through covenants freely entered into and maintained by mutually

agreeo. 1?eacefu1 methocts. Therefore, it is imperative that the role of the

TTnited ]'Tations he .exteno.eo. ana. strenrthened in the search for disarmament and for

a new international economic order. One of the tragedies of our time is the way

in which Hember States ana. the mass meo.ia ,vhich support them ignore and deni~rate

the "Tork of the United Na.tions. The Hor1d Council of Churches and its member

churches stand :nledged, as they a1uays have done, to support the United Nations

in all its efforts to uro~nte peace and justice in our troub1ed~ tortured world.
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The CP'AIRMAN (interpretation from Spanish): I now call on the
representative of the Friends World Committee for Consultation, Ms. Salome Nolega.

Fourthly, nisarmaw.ent is not the affair of statesmen and e~~erts'?nlY,
but of every man an0. ioJ"Offian of every n~.tion. l·Te are dealing h\~re idth the
issues of life and 0.eath for humankino.. They are not technical, but human
ann therefore political issues. This means that every effort must be made
to dispel the i~norance, complacency and fear which prevail. Political
decisions can be Made only when ~eople are fully aware of the facts and are
enable~ to discern the options before them. This is a necessary function which
non-.n;overnmental orp;anizations can perform. The churches have a very distinctive
role to play because they have the ~riterion of faith in a God of hope whose
pur~ose is that all should be responsible for each other in justice and peace.
Therefore, they vdl1 continue to rouse the conscience of people and encourage
them to demonstrate by attitUde, ioTord ano. act that peace and justice are not
i0eals to be cherishen but realities to be achieved. The arms race is the
r'!.ecision ann. creation of human beings; disarmament must also be i·dlled and won
by hQTllan beinp;s.

The churches do not a~proach their task inth any self-righteousness or
naivety. :t'hey are ioTell aware that throughout their history they have often been
so allier'! to the forces of disorder and oppression that they have promoted or
conniven in ivars and ~he war psychosis. They know that their OiVTI divisions are
symptoms ann si~ns of the divisions of the world. :t'o be instruments of
reconcili~tion they are in fact endeavouring to become reconciled to each other.

It is in hQTllility and hope that the churches participaxe in the efforts
towar~s disarmament ann a ~ust society. They do so with the vision of the
pro:nhet ivhose words are engraved on the Isaiah \Tall just across the street from
this building:"

"They shall beat their sivords into plovTshares, and their spears into
pJ"uninrrhoo1rs ~ nation shall not lift UJ? si,rcrd against nation, neither
shall t'l1ey learn ioTar any more."
It is this vision of the conversion of the tools of death into the tools

of life which inspires and activates tr churches today. Our prayer is that this
vision i,till insnire the representativen in their deliberations and their people
in the pursuit of peace and justice.

(~~. Potter? Commission of the Churches
on International Affairs)
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Ms. ~TOJ-,lilGA (Friends 'Forld Committee for Consultation): Hithin the

Dast year dele{;ations of Q,ua.1{ers have p,one to their Governments in the German

Democratic Republic, the Un.ited Kingdom, the 'l'Tetherlands, Cuba, New Zealanc1. and

elsewhere to t1r~e suP:nort for t'lisarmament; Unitecl States O,uak.ers have protested

at Rocky Flats, ColoraCl.o, 1vhere detonators for nuclear weapons are made;.
African 0ual~ers have met in Botswana to stut'l~r non-violence; and Quaker-sponsored

prograTrUlles in education, agriculture and health care have gone fo!'Vrard in

Mali, Kenya and ~enep,al; in Bolivia, Guatemala &ld Mexico; in Ban~ladesh,

India and Laos; on the Best Bank and in ~nZQ~ and in other places around the world.

~ll this activity p:rmTS from a fundamental belief in the value of every human

bein~ in the si~ht of C~d. Throughout its 300-year history the Reli~ious

Society of ~iends, called 0uakers, has sought to give 1Vitness to that belief

by consistently working for peace and human dignity and ap.ainst war and

preuarations for it.

It is vrith gratitude and hope, therefore, that we come to this special session

on t'l.isarmSlllent. ~'re are p.;rateful for the initiative of the non-aligned countries

that brought it about, for the conscientious preliminary vrork of the

Prenaratory Committee and for the British proposal that eave non-governmental

or~anizations a voice here.

Our hope is inspired by the presence of representatives of the whole human

fa~ly. To~ether. the world's people have been granted stewardship over the earth

to enjoy it briefly and then to surrender it to succeeding generations for

them. to en,ioy aml to become stewards for still succeec1.inr, generations. The

ea.rth is not $. possession but a trust. Those dramatic photographs from the moon

shm-Tee'!. us all what is ours to care for - a /Jreen ann. blue ,ie'lvel shining in the

blackness of space. ~'7h.at stevTaro. vToulcl. risk turning such a gem into a

radio-active cin0pr?

Yet that is the'dreadful futurt<> that the present arms race offers. And

vrl(les~read is the ni~htmare image of nin-stripen, well-fed negotiators in air

conditioned halls balancing billion-dollar missiles, while desperate poor go

shoeless ant'l. homeless ann. the vTorld rushes tOvTards nuclear oblivion. From such

a future 9 from. such :i.mages, the nations of' the 'lvorld must turn decisively away.

'::l1ey 1l1.ust heed the nleas of the thousann.s 't'Tho marched these TlTevT York streets
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and oj' the huno.reas of Japanese who travelled half way R.rou.nd the p:lobe

bearin~ the si~natt~es o~ millions of their felloiT-citizens. Self-destruction
is not the intencl.ed end of humanity.

There are ureent steps to be taken~ ho't-rever. Disputes and ~onflicts

'tY'i.ll not enCl.. JlTations 'trill disagree; at tiT'1e~ their n.isrmtes ma.v be be~,ond

their mm capacities to resolve. I,et the Members of the United Nations

eY-!;'and ima{~j.natively the resources of this Or~anization for the neacp.ful

settlement of such disputes.

,1
I

~'~'!J.,..,..;~J.'~,..l~~~"~~··"··L.:':i."· ..·.2:·::.. '2"'?C~'";::J-:':~::':'"':':-7~:·--;;-r;'·-·'·7'C-·.~c-··77··.·7··
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An interdependent world requires acceptance of mandatory measures for conflict
resolution. Just as no person may exercise unrestricted freedom to the peril
of his community, no nation should have unrestricted freedom to imperil the
world. Thre is potential value in many current suggestions, such as the
several proposals made here for regional conciliation and arbitration units;
the proposals for a permanent United Nations force for peace-keeping and police
roles. Member States could strengthen significantly the influence of the
International Court of Justice. Other important options surely will be
found 'tcithin the United Hations system if they are earnestly sought.

Equally urgent is a realistic recognition of the nature of security.
The justification always given for the arms race is national security.
While acknowleding legitimate concern for secure national boundaries and
national structures, Quakers insist that security must mean first of all the
security of persons. Too often we see the unsavory spectacle of Governments
abusing their O'tin citizens to protect the security of the Government, not
the security of the person. Governments change, at best by peaceful means,
but the security needs of persons remain the same.

The major threats to the security of the people of the world know no
national boundaries. They include hunger, population, disease, pollution,
desertification, lack of pure water, lack of energy. To address these
problems requires equitable sharing of the world's resources and opportunities.
The global economy should not be designed primarily to promote economic
growth for the already affluent. Growth should be the goal and the reality
for the poor. The gaps betvTeen riCh and poor should cease to be the denials
of our common humanity that they now are. No persons in even the poorest
country should be woithout hope for themselves and their children. Efforts for
greater economic and social justice must be redoubled in all the work of
the United Nationsg

Perhaps the most serious threat to security, hO't'1ever, is the arms race
itself. It has bred world-vTide inflation, vThich persistently throttles
development growth. It increases insecurity, not security. No citizen of
either of the super-Powers has yet been injured by the billions of dollars of
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armaments of the other super-Power. But the citizens of both super-Pow"ers
have been grievously injured by the weapons their own Governments have
purchased a~ the cost of their social needs. The growing arms purchases
of some third i-Torld States are being made at the cost of the security of
the people of those States, whose educational, health, housing, nutritional
and other needs are sacrificed to military hardware. Nations must recognize
that only in peace is there security for people.

For the arms race to end, nations must make a real commitment to
disarmament, demonstrated by imaginative disarmament proposals and strong
national initiatives. Any nation, no matter how large or how small, can
take such initiatives. We Friends are encouraged by China's readiness to
become a full partner in the searth for disarmament, by France's proposals
for a disarmament fund for development. It is heartening to have Japan
reaffirm its rejection of nuclear capabilities, to have Venezuela summon
a regional commitment to conventional disarmament, and to hear Nigeria call
for educating public officials in disarmament. There have been many such
important proposals arid initiatives already taken here. Much as we applaud
them, howeyer, they are not enough.

There must be some real disarmament, starting with this special session.
The entire world would rejoice if only all 149 Member nations stood in this
hall and proclaimed an end of all military forces except essential domestic
police and service forces. General and complete disarmament - that is the
goal. Genuine commitment to that goal vrill unleash creative, problem
solving energies yet uLimagined.

Let the nations act together for disarmament then, with universal
participation. First priority must go to the problems of nuclear disarmam.ent.
Let nuclear-free-zones and other regional agreements be extended to create
islands of peace as models for the rest of the world. Let there be force rleductions
and budget reductions based on full and precise information. The readiness
of Australia and others to provide such information to the United l\Tations is
a confidence-building act to be universally imitated. Let the United
Nations create the world disarmament authority proposed by Sri Lanka to
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The CHAIRNfI-J:T: I now call on [llT to Radhakrishr..a of the Gandhi Pea.ce

:n'ounclation.

Mr. RADHAKRISH1'TA (Gandhi Peace Foundation): He are thankful for this

opportunity of making a statement on behalf of the Gandhi Peace Foundation

to the 1'Torld through the United J:lTations, to the large masses of people hoping

against hope that disarmament will be a reality and the world may see the end

of the nightmarish race for armaments. Gandhi was a citizen of the world and

in making a f'ew observations, one can only consider the question of

(Ms, Nolega, Friends World
Committee fer Consultation)
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monitor progress and to prod for more. It may help some nations to resist

the persistent tendency to see disarmament as an East-lVest issue and to see

all conflicts as East-West conflicts, without regard to the real interests of

the parties involved. Let the voices of the world's people increasingly be

heard in disarmament discussions. They speak urgently through marches and

demonstrations" through individual acts of conscience, through petitioning

their Governments and through non-governmental orGanizations, The 1vill of the

pec.)ple for peace must not be frustrated by the failures of Governments.

The Secretary-General has pointed out the vast discrepancy between what

the nations spend on weapons and what they spend on disarmament. Nearly half

of all the world's intellectual power for research and developLlent goes into

l-TeapO'ns, Let that po't'1er be used instead for research on disarmament and for

devell:>pment of measures for peaceful resolution of conflicts. Genuine

commitment to disarmament would malte such a shift possible.

lie Quakers confidently assert the possibility of a 'tvorld where all

people may live creative lives, where none shall need to be afraid, It is

our experience that the spirit .)f truth, of love, of compassion, Which 'toTe

identify as the spirit of God, is at work in all persons, of every nation

and CUlture, of every faith and of no faith. l·le urge all representatives, with

the heavy responsibilities they bear, to consult that spirit at work in them,

to respond 'tv.Lth the best that they fihd within themselves. We do not doubt

that then they will here successfully begin the process of disarmament and

of turning human energies and resources to building a hopeful future for

generations now threatened 1'1ith no future at all.
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disarmament as a citizen of the world irrespective of the country to 'tvhich
one belongs. To us, it is vindication of the fact that people can assume,
if properly organized, ne'tv roles and new paths which may considerably difi'er
from the limitations to which Governments are often sUbject.

The Foundation was born in the decade when an escalating nuclear arms
race threatened man and civilization as never before. Gandhi, in the
continuing tradition of Buddha and Jesus, sought to demonstrate that violence
had a social alternative provided it had the sanction of the people. The
Foundation is committed to the values the United Nations has stood for, and
believes in the strengthening of United Nations principles and their
effectiveness. vlorld government is possible only if we abridge our
sovereignty as nations and willingly allovT a world body to help us forge
new relationships. The Foundation represents an attempt to synthesize the
Gandhian imperatives of truth, justice and non-violence with the nuclear
age imperatives of universal peace and human survival. The quest for peace
with justice and non-violence is undertaken through the twin tasks of
education and communication.

I
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As long back as 1962, an anti-nuclear convention was held in New Delhi,

organized by the Gandhi Peace Foundation, which symboli zed world conscience

against increasing armaments • This conference decided to send delegations

to Moscow:. Washington, London and Paris in an act of personal diplomacy, to

meet directly with heads of Governments, to persuade them to see the point

of view of citizens of the world irrespective of the politics of their

respective countries. This act, perhaps, to some extent, contributed to

public pressure on the governments resulting in the partial teste·ban treaty.

I take this opportunity to rededicate the work of the Gandhi Peace Foundation

as an international body to the cause of the United Nations goals, to the

championing ofa juster world order flin which there are no haves and have-nots

and everybody is assured 00£ a living wage and the right to work".

It would be too simplistic to say that the world is tom today between

the various blocs. It would be equally simplistic to state that wars are

outdated and outmoded and are no longer valid to solve the most outstanding

problems today. Wars have been rendered impossible by the increase in the

arms race, which is, it is said, out of control qUalitatively, quantitatively

and politically. Qualitatively because there are newer bombs, bearing a

variety of names , with greater destructive power than was witnessed 30 years

ago. Quantitatively, nations have increased their capacity to destroy each

other. Politically, the system is tending towards a blind increase of

expenditure on armaments, an unquestioning support for mounting defence

bUdgets, and a mechanical. acceptan.ce of them. SlOWly the machine is coming

to determine the course of world events rather than man. Great teachers of

the world have affirmed that all men are brothers. Wars do not achieve

anything, for thez:e is no permanent victory or defeat. The differences

between people will need to be resolved by mutual understanding, by understanding

the depth of human beings and their varied expressions.

Therefore, humanity has to find a more civilized way to solve its

problems. Wars have been the biggest stumbling' blCJck in the evolution of

humanity, of higher civilized values, of a human society founded on love,

friendship, and co-operation. The life of tht:. jungle yielded to the life

of law. We must now develop and progress towards a life of love.
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There is increasing realization and recognition of this fact by the

statemen of the w'orld~ and not only by savants and philosophers ~ that wars

are no way to solve human disputes. It has been said that war unleashes

the basest of human passions ~ and does it under the guise of altruism,

patriotism~ bravery and sacrifice. The individual is thus unconsciously

betrayed into immoral and anti-social conduct. But it is not sufficient to

laur stress on the eradication of war; we must start a process of the

reconstruction of man and society. irle cannot afford to be "nuclear giants

and ethical dwarfs 11 •

If wars are to be banished, .a number of steps have indeed to be tall:en.

Disarmament would be a limited concept in the context of the reconstruction

of society. It cannot be isolated from development, life~style, consumerism

in the face of diminishing non-renewable world resources, great disparities

in living, ~onditions~ denial of human rights ~ and co-existence of affluence

and waste. Development can never be an economic proposition alone. In

essence~ it is the cultivation of the human mind~ a renewal of aesthetic

and cultural goals, and the revalidation of the wholeness of man. Disarmament

is one of the fundamental steps, psychologically ~ socially and economically,

that must be taken if humanity is to find a new era of peace and justice.

Peace, therefore, must be sought not only through treaties and alliances,

but even more so through the elimination of injustice and exploitation between

individuals and groups ~ amongst countries, and between regions like the

third world and the industrialized nations. The world. cannot continue to

be at peace "rith under-development thrOUghout a large portion of the globe,

which in itself constitutes a growing threat to peace. The '\'l'orld can be

safe for democracy only if we learn to tolerate differences. The increasing

arms race has now in itself become one of the biggest obstacles to the

economic and social development of the least. privileged. \Vl1at we must

ensure is the survival of the weakest - "unto the last" - as Gandhi said.

Anslvering a question, Gandhi had prescribed a talisltlan. When you are in

doubt, ilrecall the face of the poorest and the most helpless whom you may

have seen, and ask yourself if the step you contemplate is going to be of

any
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any use to him. Will he be able to gain anything by it? Will it restore

to him control over his own life and destJ,ny?" It is obvious that in the

existing circumstances priority must be given to nuclear disarmament as an

initial step, but total disarmament would have to include conventional

weapons too. While this will need much more effort and persuasion, our

attempts will oear fruition only when disarmament reaohes its logical goal with

the abandoning of nuclear and conventional. weapons and the abjuring of war

as a means of solving disputes.

The soltrlij,cn to war is aggressive peace. The solution i.a not to be

found in running to underground shelters, nor in dissuading others from

engaging in such pursuits; but in taking the initiati..ve for the establishment

of peace as a continuing task, a task to ba taken up by the people themselves.

GovernmentiS have the ultimate sanction and authority to use violence to

enforce their decisions. So, governments have to take steps to reduce this

ultimate sanction and depend on the sanctions of the people. At the same

time, it is very important that the resources of the people and of different

countries of the world are pooled to educate the people, to enable them to

Participate through suitab~ crea.ted democra.tic institutions and structures,

to assert themselves loudly and clearly against ~.{ar, and for a reduction in

armaments and arms expenditure. A new psychology has to be built wherein

the emphasis is on humanizing the whole issue and in establishin@' the

validity of peace as a means of world order.

The focal. point ~ therefore, becomes education for peace. Peace is not

mere~ the absence of war, or the silence of cannons. It is a dynamic

concept of living together, sharing the right to live and work. In Indian

philosophy this right has been enlarged to encompass not only human beings,

but the animal and vegetable world, too, so that balance is restored a1Jl:Ong

mau, animal and nature. This balance, having been disturbed and greatly

distorted by the rape of the earth and the destruction of the environment

that we have brought about to satiate our desires, is to be restored. This

is a task for the people. Governments of nations haNe a role to play - a

most important role. Non-governmental or~)anizations need to create a massive
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programme for educating the people of the world in the art and techniques

of peace in day-to-day living, in their social relationships, in their

functioning as citizens, in relationships between culture and culture,

between nation and nation, and between nature and human life. Peace is

a cosmic process, an evolutionary principle which enlightens the human mind

and increases its capacity, and enriches the conscience of the human mind so

that man can attain new wave-lengths of spiritual. being.

So much has been spent on armaments and wars that if even a part of

it is spent on education for peace and learning techniques of peaceful

resolution of conflicts, we woulCl have moved many steps ahead. What we need

are ministries of peace, inside and outside the governments, which have

access to information and resources, which can increase the pace of healthy

trends for development and human happiness, for reconstruction of humanity,

and which can keep a vigil on those who, without consideration for others,

bulldoze humanity and the voice of conscience. A vigorous purusit by each

one of us in the cause of peace and justice will in itself increase world

consciousness, and no power can then ignore the massive strength of the

power of the people.

\'1'hat next, then? Where do we go from this special session? To a

second special session? The process of education has to go on continuously.

Steps have to be taken to define priorities and direction.
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It is not merely what the governments will do~ important as such actions will

be, what the final document will say, significant as it is bound to be, what

the super··POi'1erS will do, great as they are. One has to make a beginning,,

and that could include the following five-point programme.

First, the mounting of a programme of education f0r peace, e, world-wide

programme in which definitions would be created in the minds of men and

people would be given a new vision of a new society and the art, science,

tools and techniques of aChieving it.

Secondly, the constitution of min~stries of peace and education related

to control of defence budgets, and seeing to it that peace and development

take place in the right directions.

Thirdly, the reduction of military personnel and their involvement in

t!'l.s1~s for development, together 1vith the rest of the people.

Fourthly, the refusal to sell or transfer conventional weapons to other

countries and the avoidance of the creation of conditions of tension and

strife.

Fifthly, the declaration by developing countries of the renunciation of

war for settling their disputes, the reduction of their defence budgets and

concentration on priorities of human and environmenta+ development.

Peace is our preoccupation, because peace means justice, peace means
development, peace is the prelude to a new social order. Our commitment

to peace therefore continues. We ~hall vigorously pursue that aim until the

wo~ld is a better place for mankind to live in.
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The CHAIRMAN: I now call on Mr. Paul Carnes of the International

Association for Religious Freedom.

1

]

il
I
!Tae Reverend Paul CARNES (International Association for Religious i

'i

Freedom): I am the President of the Unitarian Universalist Association of :1

Churches and Fellow'ships in North America but I am speaking here on behalf fjI.
of the International Association for Religious Freedom. The member l!

·1 •
organizations of'the International Association for Religious Freedom represent 11 Un1te
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different faiths and traditions from countries which form the three major blocs

that one of the leading challenges to international order today lies in the

area of armaments and the fact that the distribution of force capabilities is
ranidl~r '"!no. c1.rRstically chpndnl"".

In addition to the awesome and growing arsenals of the United States and

the Soviet Union we are now seeing a startling diffusion of conventional

armaments outside the traditional systems of alliances. The 1vhole world is

now quite literally becoming an armed camp, as African~ Asian and Middle Eastern
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Those are interrelated and inseparable, because there is no doubt

in world affairs. As religious liberals ~ we believe in the inherent 'Worth

and dignity of all human beings. Ultimately~ that common fundamental religious

belief leads us to believe that the goals of the world community transcend the

differences that divide us. We are also bound together in holding and

affirming the responsibility of religious people to help shape the world around

them so that all mankind may live fulfilling and creative lives.

The factors which diminish human life are legion and at times seem

overwhelming. P0verty~ hunger, disease, illitera~, unemploYL~ent and gross

inequality between rich and poor both within countries and between countries

are only part of "Yrhat can form a litany of despair. While we are not utopians,

we do believe that it is still possible to resist the concatenationof forces,

that it is still possible to enhance life within the context of available

resources. v1hat is demanded is a reordering of priorities ~ and international

stability.

countries race to ('levelop their own military capabilities.

An equally fundamental aspect of this challenpe to international order

is posed by the fact of nuclear proliferation. According to current plans,

about 40 nations will have sufficient nuclear energy programmes by 1985 to

produce enough material for three or more bombs per nation. Most of them will

have enough material for 30 or more bombs. By 1990, th_e third world countries

could be generating enough plutonium to make 3,000 Hiroshima-sized bombs per

year. Such proliferation will wipe out even the theoretical justification

that somehow peace could be maintained through a balance of terror between the

United States and the Soviet Union. One does not need to extend the nightmare
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There is the story of a general who had captured a great many of the enemy

troops follOlving a abattle. He led the prisoners one by one up to a mirror

lThere they might see t~emselves before they were executed. He thought it only

right that a man should know his o~rn face before he died. This special session

of the General Assembly (I.evoten. to <'I.isar!l".arlent is perhaps a mirror. 'He ought

at least to have the courage to loole at ourselves because, unlike the soldiers,

it is we who ~Till decide whether we live or die, and in that decision no

country is innocent.

As an international religious organization without any partisan comnitnents

to any country the International Association for Religious Freedom is in a

unique position to call not only upon the United States and the Soviet Union

but also upon all nuclear-weapon bearing countries to take the initiative in

offering their counterparts a challenge to disarm. A minimum of two things is

needed. We need to see disarmament as both an ethical i~nerative an~ ~ practical

necessity. He also need imagination. Paul Valery, the French critic, criticized

J'ules Verne for having Captain !'Temo play Bach at the bottom of the sea.

According to Valery, Verne could not sufficiently imagine the future, or he loTOuld

have had Nemo play the music of the future - perhaps rock and roll. He need

to develop our imaginations both to see the self-destru~tivenessof our present

course and also to see that our damnation is not predestined but remains within

our choice and that there is yet time for other alternatives, time to choose

life rather than death. lfuat is needed is a bold, creative, courat:!'eous

initiative on the part of only one nation to which others might respond in good

faith. For example, as has already been mentioned, a nation could declare a

unilateral. ban on further nuclear tests for one year; a nation could agree not

to deploy any ne~v nuclear-weapon systems for one year' a pledge could be made

by a nation not to use nuclear weapons on a first-strike basis in any

circumstances.

I would also strongly recommend that every nU~lear nation establish a

senior cabinet-level post or department fOr disarmament which would rank with

the departments of military affairs , because surely peace is as important as

war.
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The vision of men beating their swords into nlowshares, which has already

been mentioned here, is probably as ancient as civilization itself. It bears

witness to mankind's longing for peace, as well as a recognition of its own

capacity for self-destruction. In the past, these have been seen as

idealistic and religious motifs which fall before the existential realities

c~ life. I am arguing that the realism of the future demands a limiting

of the arms race and that only the most naive and idealistic can believe that

we can proceed as we are now doing without grave consequences. The ultimate

tragedy for the human enterprise, of course, would be a war which involved

the full use of our nuclear capabilities. I want to make it clear, hm-rever,

that disarmament is not simply a military matter alone. I am suggesting

that it has vast social and economic consequences short of war. These are

equally damaging but are seldom identified in the mind of the average person,

principally because they are either discounted or ignored by those who

provide us with leadership. I refer to our environment and the damage thereto,

to the vast waste of our limited natural resources, to the ~;orld-wide problem

of poverty and unemployment. The relationship betw'een armaments production

and environmental damage and resource waste is too obvious to need explanation;

what is not so obvious is the relationship between unemployment and military

spending. In my own country, the United States, we have been continuously

SUbjected to the myth that military spending is somehow or other good for

the economy.

"



It is simply not true. When citizens are being heavily taxed to pay for high

military expenditures, it means they must spend less on such things as homes,

cars ~ food, clothing, education, vaca.tions ,social services, symphonies, art

galleries, churches'- all the many things which enhance the quality of life.

The fact is that spending money on either military industry or military

personnel increases a country's unemployment. Recent studies in this country

have sholfn that for each $1 billion incre&se in the military budget,

iI.mericans lose 11,600 jobs. I suspect this is true in other countries. The

jobs are lost because defence spending is the most capital-intensive

than all the other expenditures in governmental spending. The relationship

between poverty and armaments becomes tragically clear when poorer and

struggling nations mortgage the very lives of their people to buy arms from

the industrial nations, which are only too eager to sell.

Must the sword devour forever?

We take disarmament seriously. Our representative will join with the

whole array of non-governmental organizational representatives

meeting on 21 june, to search out the most effective and meaningful ways by

which we can follow up this special session, to make our full contribution to

producing a decisive momentum for disarmament. To those who say that this

session was doomed from the start because disarmament is not possible in the

kind of lvorld we live today, I say to you, we can change this world because it

is our world.

I believe that there is a power that moves in history which manifests

itself in institutions, in men and women - a power which transforms evil into

possibilities of creativity and freedom. I pray that we may become instruments

of this power,bringing human hopes to flower in new worlds, new faiths and

new possibilities for truth, for equity and for peace.

"
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The CHAIRMAN: I call on Mr. Kerinec of the International

Co-operative Alliance.
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1'1Ir. KERINEC (International Co-operative Alliance), (interpretation

from French): The International Co-operative Alliance very much appreciates
the opportunity it has been given, as have other non-governmental organizations,
to address the General Assembly of the United Nations. It is particularly
pleased at being invited to do so on the occasion of a session especially
devoted to disarmament. And I should like in a few words to explaill why.

Disarmament is indeed a responsibility a.bove all of Governments of all
the countries of the world, but experience has proved, and unfortunately
is proving it every day, that Governments alone so far have not been capable
of embarking jointly and irreversiblJr on a process of disarmament. The
persevering efforts of the United :'Tations still meet a r:.easure of
scepticism today - in 1978.

PUblic opinion is today surely much better informed about the 'conflicts
betw'een men than it is about meetings whose objects are peaceful. It is as
if all men in all cOlh~tries had resigned themselves to the idea that as long
as man exists, so 'tvill 'tvar. I have come here to say - and I very much
appreciate this honour and privilege - that the members of our movement do
not accept this idea and have never accepted it.

Ever since the very founding of the International Cb-orerative Alliance
in 1895 - I stress that date because it demonstrates the importance Which our
members have attached, since the very foundation of their movement, 'to
relations ~ong peoples - the founders of that international organization
have included in their statute the provision that they wished:

"to build a society 'tvhich vTould be organized in the interests of the
whole of the community, based both on mutual assistance and self-help,
while they undertook •• ~ to contribute to the building of lasting peace
and security".

Since that time, the members of our organization, across frontiers, have
forged links which transcend mere goodwill and good intentions, links which
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have made it possible for them to exc~dnge their experiences and even to

undertake concerted action in such important fields as the production, processing

and the distribution of agricultural products ,and articles of current consumption,

indeeid, petroleum products, the bui.lding and management of housing, insurance,

credit, banking, agriculture, fishing and leisure activities.

The International Co-operative Alliance has also encouraged the creation of

co-operatives within schools themselves which are prospering today in many

countries, thus making an original, indeed, invaluable contribution, because it

make:s it possible for children from their earliest infancy to work for that

unde:l"standing among peoples which alone can successfully combat the lack of

undell"standing among nations which has often degenerated into warfare.

It is on the basis of that store of experience that the members of our

movenrent wanted an opportunity to express their point of view on the problems

facing our 'rorld and, among these problems, of course, the most important is

that of peace.

For more than 80 years, now, each Congress, each international co-operative

meeting has been the occasion to recall the importance which our members attach

to peace, because it is obvious that this peace is the sine qua non for all

lasting efforts to bring about the necessary conditions for the establishment

of a peace which will also be lasting.

Two years ago, meeting in Paris at the headquarters of the United Nations

Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization, the representatives of some

335 million members of our organization who pursue their activities in

65 countries, were unanimous in expressing their views on the problem which

f':inally is the subject of the great debate which is now going on in this forum.

Tb~y called precisely for such a debate to be organized and recalled the

1lmswerring support that they have always given to the United Nations, but they

'!.Vere not content just to express wishes. They declared that they wanted to

bP-lp to marshal public opinion in their respective countries on the subject of

msarJ.'l1a!l1ent, and particularly to draw their attention and that of their

C-oVI~S to the need to condemn political regimes involved in racism,
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apartheid and fascism which are still posing threats to peace, regimes which
the members of our movement have themselves denounced as hostile to the free
development of democratic institutions such as our own.

They also recalled that they provide visible proof of the fact that it is
possible to run things in the world without being inspired by the search for
profit at any cost and by the lust for power to be exercised at the expense of
others, a quest which is too often at the origin of too many conflicts.

At the Paris Congress, the members of our movement also noted the
unacceptable existence of far-reaching inequalities between peoples, and
undertook to intensify their efforts which they have been making for more than
two decades to help peoples to help themselves, by encouraging the developing
countries to set up co-operative enterprises truly at the service of the
community and movements capable of mobilizing their peoples for their own
development.

Members of our movement are therefore favourable to any initiative which
would link the limitation of arms expenditures to improving the standard of
living of the poor countries, as was called for~ among others~ by the members of
the Nordic countries, which are very well aware of the role that could be played
by the co-operative movement in attaining this objective.
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This was also urged by the Conference of non-governmental

organizations on disarmament. organized at the beginning of this year

at the Palais des Nati~ns in Geneva, and our organization was very happy

to attend that meeting. The same point was made in the message conveyed to this

session. l'1e therefore much appreciate the proposals made by the

Secretary-General of the United Nations in his opening address, calling

upon the Members to devote now some part of their arms expenditures to

scientific research and education, in order to promote true disarmament.

More generally speaking, the International Co-operative Alliance vTill

support and will give all necessary attention to the conclusions to be

adopted by this session, and also to an. tr.e steps which the United

Nations might take to open up the era of peace which all the peoples of

the world so ardently hope for.

A great philosopher once expressed the belief that the ideas which

have changed the face of the world were borne to us on the feet of doves. We hope

he was right, because co-operation was certainly borne to us on the feet of doves.

And we believe it can help to change the world.

In conclusion, I should like to express the hope that this session

on disarmament will recognize in its conclusions the role of an organization

like ou' own, the role of the non-governmental organizations, in info!"1lli.ng

and educating public opinion, a task which seems to us a fundamental

prerequisite for the success of the policy whic~during these historic

days, the United Nations is attempting to defir!e in one of the most

decisive fields, for the future of mankind, namely disarmament, thus

responding, through this initiative, to the wisdom and the hopes of the

peoples.*

The CHAIRMAN (interpretation from Spanish): The next speaker is

the representative of the International Fellowship of Reconciliation,

Mr. Ciaran McKeown.

* The Chairman returned to the Chair.
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~.Ir. McKEO'ffl (Int~rnational Fellowship of Reconciliation) :

Mlf name is Ciaran McKeown of the International Fellowship of Reconciliation.

I come from Northern Ireland and I speak for 100,000 members of the

International Fellowship Of Reconciliation, working in 60 different

countries, drawn from all the great religious traditions and having

included Mahatma Gandhi and Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr.

Let us put this entire special session on disarmament into a

realistic perspective: disarmament is highly improbable.

The mathematics which support the science and technoloBY which mwce

modern weaponry possible, make great use of the principle of probability.

And if we examine the possibility of disarmament with the same kind of

scientific attitude, then we have to say that the probability of disarmament

tends towards zero. Let us look briefly at the factors which make

disarmament so improbable.

Firstly, it has never happened in 6,000 years of recorded history

that men have failed to use the weapons at their disposal, even up to our

own time, when the atom bomb has been used.

Secondly, the great, and even the small, Governlrlents of the world

are locked into a poker game based on military might. The most powerful

Governments are virtually helpless in this regard, for they are borne up

on the spiral of ever increasing armaments~and their economies are almost

inextricably intervlove:n with the military-i.ndustrial complex against which

the late President Eisenhower warned so gloomily 20 years ago. To expect

that Governments can create a disarmed world is like expecting elephants

to cultivate a garden.

Thirdly, the almost independent momentum of technology indicates that

the weapons of total self-destruction, or at least the weapons of total

blackmail, will be increasingly miniaturized and increasingly available,

even as our technological society becomes more and more vulnerable to

small group terrorism, "fightingli under whatever name. And we can never

ban the knowledge of such weapons.

Fourthly, and from our point of view in the Fellowship, most

significantly, the peace movements of the world have failed to produce
compelling examples of non-violent societies, of communities living

without arms.
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These factors give us an honest, dispassionate, scientific perspective:

so that when all the tons of rhetoric of this special session have been

weighed 5 when the duplicating and photocopying machines are still, then

in the moments of refl,ection that m8\V follow, those who consciously engage

in the peace and disarmament struggle may be in no doubt about the enormity

of the task that we have undertaken.

For it is an enormous, 't'rell-nigh impossible task. Yet in spiTe of its

enormity, we do undertake it. And we undertake it because there is far more

to the human spirit than mere intellect. And no matter how intellectually

sceptical we may be about the possibility of peace and disarmament, we believe

profoundly that the power of our compassion can overcome the global fear that

motivates the arms race.

If armament is a disease~ a galloping consumption which threatens to

devour the human race, a disease that is contagious like a great plague,

then let us assert that the courage with which that fear must be faced is

also contagious.

Courage is the great antidote to this all··consuming fear, courage that

has all too often been presented as bravado in the business of war.

So what is this courage?

Courage cannot be put into a speech, either by a ~overnmental or a

non-governmental representative; it cannot be legislated for; there is no

governmental and no non-goverl1!I1ental programme that can produce it; no charter

can list its requirements; no single, no composite resolution can give it a

mandate. No pOvTer, east or west, no ideology, left or right, can claim it,

COIlJlle.D.d it or demand it.

The courage which alone can disarm the world must come from within

individuals. Courage comes from deep within every individual, or it does

not come at all. Only each of us as individuals can decide to live without

arms. And that is what disarmament is: living without arms.

I am a disarmed person. I stand here in the name of hundreds of thousands

of disarmed people in the International Fellowship of Reconciliation and other

organiza.tions, people who have decided that no matter whether their lives are

long or short, above all they will be lives dedicated to life, life without

arms, and life, in so far as we can struggle within ourselves, without violence,

non-violent lives.
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But I make no special claim for us, the people whose lives are

dedicated to non-violence. Often we have been divided among ourselves,

and have not been as powerful a peace force as we should be. Just

because our conscience will not allow us to participate in organized

preparation for killing does not automatically make us saints, and that is

why the peace movement has so far failed to produce compelling examples

of a non-violent alternative to militarism. And that is l-Thy we in the peace

movement do not have the moral right to sit on the mountainside in judgement

of Governments and of militarism.

r-1ahatma Gandhi, whose voice echoed in this chamber a few days ago in

the words of Prime Minister Desai, once said something to the effect that he

had three adversaries: the British Government, the Indian people and

himself' and that of these three, his own self was the most intransigent.,
Those of us, probably all of us, who are less saintly than Gandhi,

know only too well that our own personal limitations are the greatest

obstacles to peace within ourselves and to our effectivenes~ as peacemakers.

That is why we need each other so desperately, as we try to stagger

towards a peaceful possibility. lye need to organize ourselves much, much

better than1o.~ have ever done before. We cannot presume to change human nature~

but we can organize to transform human relationships.

There are very encouraging signs of a mature desire in the international

peace and development movement to maximize our effectiveness. Not only is

the International Fellowship of Reconciliation expanding, but organizations

like I'lar Resisters International, Pax Christi, Women's International League

for Peace and Freedom, and so on, co-operate increasingly with each other.

The great religions also appear to be returning to their ancient vision

of the same Creator, and the brotherhood of the created, and if the great

religions could clearly and unequivocally state that war is directly counter

to the will of the Creator, as traditionally understood in all the great

religions~ then that moral force would massively strengthen the will to peace.
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And perhaps if women especially could establish the fashion that

pacificism is the first principle of feminism! then the cultural tolerance

of violence, and of the killer-hero type, would be destroyed.

These factors WQuld be enormously helpful! just as we would be

greatly encouraged if Governments could forthwith diver~ their military

research capacity into alternative technology research, and also into the

techniques of unarmed civil resistance.

But our challenge here tod8¥ is not to Governments. If the

non-governmental organizations cannot produce compelling examples of

communities successfully living without arms, then they are doing little

more than posturing in a game of power without responsibility.

I believe there are now enough of us in various parts of the world

'vho have the vision and the will to make the non-violent alternative

visible and credible in the years ahead. The peace lil0vements must now

leave goYernment to Governments, and militarism to armies, and earn its

own credibility by creating non-violent communities, and by organizing

itself thoroughly in the war against war.
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In this task, w'e can certainly use a great deal of governmental help. AmI
we would reiterate the request of Secretary-General Kurt Waldheim for
~l million for every ~l,OOO million spent on militarism. At least within the
peace movement there would be little wastage, for our weapons do not become
obsolete, althouch our technology neF.!ds some improvement.

This great non-violent movement, working from t;he bottom up in human affairs,
can create the conditions, the consciousness and the will that may enable the
politicians and the Governments to disarm.

It may be, for all our scepticism, that the initiatives taken recently
by President Carter, President Brezhnev, Prime Minister Trudeau,
Prime Uinister Desai ~ President Sadat and others may be the slmv beginnings of a
chain reaction of disarmament from the top down.

If this movement from the top down and the movement from the ground up
should meet, there would be a great explosion of reconciliation within the human
family and the consequences ~muld be almost too happy and creative to think about
from our present desperate perspective, for that would be the day i'Then the great
peoples of east and west would launch tOBether a massive campaign to release the
people of the southern hemisphere from the bondage of poverty. That really would
be the day when their swords would be beaten into plowshares, and nation would no
longer rise against nation. That would be the day when the human family had
finally lifted itself up out of the suffocating bog of imperialism and colonialism
and begun at last to live as a loving family. In that day, children will be
welcomed into this world, and with their mother's milk they will learn to feel
at home on this planet and no longer alien and hostile. In that day, too, we will
share a calm acceptance of our mortality and of our common vulnerability, and
i'Te will support each other in living out our short lives creatively, happily,
justl;}".

That day need not be too distant. One does not have to be a prophet to
reco~nize that we are moving, all of us, through the most sicnificant turning point
in the history and evolution of humanity. It is the time of the greatest danger
ever; yet it is also the time of the greatest opportunity ever. If we make the
right general decisions over the next few years, then we can, perhaps within a
generation, lead humanity into what 11artin Luther King would have called ;lthe
beloved communityil. If we do not, then we T~ill most certainly destroy humanity.
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It is idle to speculate whether it will be non-violence or non-existence,

whether we will learn in time to live together as brothers, or p-:rish as fools 

again~ as :Martin Luther would have put it. There is 'Work to be done, historic

work, joyful work, t!le most satisfying work on earth. If we have that dedication,

that courage, not merely to stare down the barrels of guns but f'or the sheer

hard work that lies ahead, then I believe that our compassion, which recognizes

human rights automatically, idll overcome the fear and scepticism~ and vTe will

create a green summer of' peace within the human family.

I should like to end on a personal and encouraging note. I live in that

little corlier of' the planet known as Northern Ireland. In the last two years~

we have been driving relentlessly towards a non-violent society, through the

movement of the Peace People. .And while we recognize that it will take another

generation to establish non-violence as the dominating ethos of our society,

ive have already made astonishinG progress, and I loolt f'orward to the day when

the Northern Irish, so long considered incurably violent, vdll, in fact, be in

the vanguard of' the struggle for a non-violent world. Indeed, as an Irishman,

I hope that Ireland will f'ind the confidence, the vision and the courage to lead

the small nations of the vTorld in freely deciding to live without armed f'orces,

and thus once again become a light to Europe and to the world as it vTas a

thousand years ago.

All this vTork requires no more than the simplicity of the approach that

we have followed in the Declaration of the Peace People and i'Thich I now share

with you. l'Te have a simple message for the world from this movement f'or peace.

We want to live and love and build a just and peaceful society. We want

for our children, as we want for ourselves, our lives at home, at work and at

play to be lives of joy and peace. We recognize that to build such a life

demands of all of us dedication, hard work and courage. He recogni ze that there

are many problems in our society that are a source of conf'lict and violence.

We recognize that every bullet fired and every exploding bomb makes that work

more difficult. We reject the use ef the bomb and the bullet and all the

techniques of violence, a."ld we dedicate ourselves to working inth our neighbours,

near and f'ar, day in and day out, to build that peaceful society in which the

tragedies 'tye have known are a bad memory and a continuing viarning.

Friends, shalom.
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The CHAIRMAN (interpretation from Spanish): The next speaker is the

representative of the International Peace Bureau, Mr. Sean MacBride.
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Mr. MACBRIDE (International ,Peace Burea,u): Following upon the

holocaust of the last world war and the utilization of nuclear bombs on

Hiroshima and Nagasaki, the leaders of the world who ha~ lived through that

period, those great leaders who founded this world body, came to certain

conclusions. The principal such conclusion can be stated very succinctly in one

sentence: "Another world war would endanger the survival of the human race;

there is now no alternative to peace". As a result, all the leaders of the

world of that period concentrated their efforts on seeking to remove the threat

of war and on trying to ensure world peace. They came to the conclusion that

general and complete disarmament was the only way of ensuring the survival of

the human race. In furtherance of this determination, the Soviet Union and

the United States, on 20 September 1961 after several years of difficult and

meaningful negotiations, reached complete agreement on the principles upon which

the negotiations for a treaty for general and complete disarmament should proceed,

and on 20 December 1961 these agreed principles were unanimously - I repeat,

unanimously _. endorsed by the sixteenth session of the General Assembly.

These principles were detailed and comprehensive. They received the enthusiastic

support of world public opinion.

Nowadays, it has become fashionable in some quarters to say that it is not

realistic to urge general and complete disarmament. The first point I should

like to make is to emphasize here that general and complete disarmament is not

a question of being realistic or not: it is the only alternative to another

world war and to oblivion. The leaders of the post Second World War period

I"ere men of vision and integrity, but they were also, above all, realist,S who

were conscious of the historical aggressive immorality of mankind. It is those

who argue now that the present accumulation of nuclear and other weapons of mass

destruction will not be used who are defying the lessons of history and of

human aggressiveness. The existing situation is all the more dangerous by

reason of the near-total breakdown in the standards of ethics and morality

in the ivorld.

MY first plea, therefore, is for the calling of a world disarmament conference

to elaborate a treaty for general and complete disarmament based upon the

principles already agreed upon in 1961 and upon the two draft treaties prepared
by the United States and the Soviet Union in 1962.
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As immediate interim measures I would respectfully urge the special

session, in addition to the calling of a world, disarmament conference, to take

the following steps. The first is to call for an immediate moratorium on all

research, development and deployment of ne't'T weapons - nuclear or conventional.

It is the continuous research and development of new weapons which is now

tbreatening the stability of the existing arms situation in the world.. The

second is the adoption of a convention outlawing the use of nuclear and

other 't'Teapons of mass destruction. That is quite capable of being achieved

simply as was achieved in the case of biological weapons, in the case of

dum-dum bullet, in the case of gases, and so on. There should now' be a

convention outla'tnng the use of nuclear weapons, and that could be

drafted quite quickly and rapidly. Thirdly, there should be an

immediate halt to the production of nuclear weapons.. Fourthly, I would

urge this special session to adopt the two proposals made by the Secretary

General at the opening meeting of this special session. Members Idll

remember that he made t1'10 proposals, one for the appointment of an advisory

board and another one for the setting aside of a percentage of the military

expenditure of each State to be applied to the promotion of disarmament.

Concurrently with a process of concrete disarmament measures, it will

be essential to carry out a massive educational c~apaign to promote peace

rather than militarism. It will also be necessary to provide more effective

machinery for the resolution of international disputes and tensions.

However, the immediate task is to secure a firm resolve to achieve general

and complete disarmament and to take immediate and concrete measures of actual

disarmament as distinct from measures of arms control.

I am afraid t~at despite the many measures of so-called arms control

there has been absolutely no progress made in regard' to disarmament over

the last 17 years - save in respect to biological weapons, and biological

weapons vTere never regarded as militarily significant. "On the contrary,

the inventories of all other weapons - and in particular of nuclear i'l'eapons 

have been multiplied continually.
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Frankly, the organizations with which I am involved place no faith in

so-called measures of arms control or other partial measures unless they are

accompanied by actual disarmament and by the steps inlich I have indicated.

Finally, let me express the fervent hope that some better way will be

found to link the non-governmentaJ. organizations and institutes that are

primarily and bona fide concerned with disarmament issues, with the United

Nations Disarmament Centre and ,Tith the appropriate department of the United

Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization (UNESCO). A special

consultative status to permit of closer co-operation at all levels would be

of value. In the -promotion of disarmament more than in any other field the

role of pUblic opinion is of pr.imary importance. The non-governmental sector

can be of tremendous assistance in the implementation of a disarmament

programme. It can inform pUblic opinion and can mobilize the peopJ.e in

support of the disarmment policies decided upon. But the all-important

aspect of your work is to restore some confidence in the United Nations

and in its determination to bring about disarmament and therefore to take

concrete steps of disarmament.

The CHAIRMAN (interJ)retation from Spanish): The next speaker is

the representative of the International Youth and Student Movement for the

United Nations.

Mr. LONN (International Youth and Student Movement for the United

Nations): The timing of this special session on disarmament is crucial for

mankind.T'VTo facts are indicative of its importance: never before have

i'TOrlcl. arms expenditures been so high; and never before has the gap between

rich and poor countries been so wide.

Wasted resources needed to supply a starving world are fast becoming

the basis for future conflicts. Concomitantly the arms race continues

unabated, particularly in nuclear technology. Various ne'VT contributions

are regularly made to the arsenal of weapons of mass destruction. Thus, the

preconditions for a durable normalization of relations between States are

perpetually undermined.
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The failure of real prog: 'ess towards disarmament and of effective efforts

for a new international economic order are ·l;w.in threats to manldnd' s future.

The~refore it is an urgent necessity to initiate a programme to facilitate

the process of disarmament for development.

These statements reflect the views of a 'World-wide perspective. Composed

of affiliates from countries on everY' cont,inent and with all social systems,

IS~IDN - The International Youth and Student Movement for th~ United Nations 

works throughout the world for the aims and ideals of the United Nations, for

peace and international security.Consequ.ently we sincerely appreciate this

opportunity to present our perspectives on disarmament to the United Nations

General Assembly.

Disarmament has frequently been the focus of our discussion and work

during ISMillrt s 29-year history. Most JZ'ecently, in March this year, more

than 100 young people representing some 40 cQuntries from every continent,

attended an ISMUH-sponsored seminar devoted to disarmament and development

in Dubrovnik, Yugoslavia. .

There is a notion that international sec:arity may be best maintained by a

balanced confrontation between nucle~Powens. This so-called principle of

peace - the balance of terror - should be totally unacceptable to the

international community. It offers nQ r.easonable guarantee for any real security.

Therefore "loTe demand that the use of nuclear' 1veapons be completely outla1oTed;

that stockpiles of nuclear vTeapons be eliminated, and that all research and

development of new weapons of mass destruction should be stopped. Thos~

demands are essential, given the current situation. The development of more

and more sophisticated nuclear weaponry con~inues without any real progress

in efforts to limit such arsenals. Most notable is the inability, particUlarly

of the t1'TO leading nuclear PovTers, to arrive at even the most minimal

agreement - such as a comprehensive test ban treaty.
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Clearly, in order to create a significant impact, these "GHO coull~ries nced

to take further steps tovTards a substantial rea.uction of nuclear arsenal.'.; Rn" +.c"\{srd

thp i",m0r1iRtp cessation of research ir., 'C"'" 0.pVPlon"'1pnt of", l1UC]P8T "\.TPfi.T;c>,y-,r. ;'-; th

1

,y

general and complete disarmament as the final goal, such steps should create

an atmosphere c0nducive to progress in the other areas of disarmament. Fe must

therefore express deep concern about plans to produce even more inhuman forms

of nuclear weapons, such as the neutron bomb.

Non-nuclear States bound by international agreements have refrained from

acquiring nuclear weapons. However, the indications are that they are

increasingly unwilling to live under the t~rPGt of a nuclear attack. Therefore,

to nut it Fit its In1,rpst, thE" l1uclear Pm'Te!'s ~lust he bouYlrJ. hy treaties

prohibiting the use of nuclear Heaponry against non-nuclear States. nccordin~ly,

we also sunr-ort the pstahlisb~ent o~ nuclear-frpe zones, thus freein~ lar~er,areas

of the world from the nuclear threat. Disarmmnent cannot be isolat~d from

other areas of international life. No real progress towards disarmament is

possible without a positive political situ~tion and a solid basis for mutual

trust. Conversely, no real progress towards a durable normalization of

international relations is possible within the context of an ongoing arms race.

Consequently the process of detente must be strongly emphasized in order to

uproot the suspicions and fears which were plantec deeply during the cold war.

Our work for detente and disarmament must necessarily be linked closely

with our efforts for a just international society as a whole. We must

continue our work for a new international economic order, and carry on the

struggle against apartheid, colonialism, neo-colonialism and all other forms

of exploitation and domination. The twin goals of complete oj sar"".81"lent and

permanent peace can be attained only by abolishing the military bloc3 and

by establishing detente among all States. In this connexion we must stress

the necessity o~ r'liEnU:'.ntlil10' Fill military hases and 1'Tithdrm-rino: all troops

stationed on foreign land.

I
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Confronted with the madness of nuclear weapons development, we must never

forget that conventional vreaponry has been the sole cause of the ifOunding,

maiming ffi1d killing of millions of people since the Second World War. Host.
cOQ~tries continue to devote increasing resources to conventional weapons,

and this constitutes the greatest waste of resources around the world.

Industrialized countries continue to spend mammoth sums on conventional

weapons. It would be much better to spend that ~Dney on meetin~ social needs

at home or on providing development assistance abroad. Developing countries

also spend a substantial proportion of already insufficient assets on

impvrting arms from industrialized nations 3 instead of ~urthprin~ their own

i
Advances must be made in the reduction of conventional arms arsenals.

Every nation must participate in this part of the process. No country should,
be allowed to disclaim its responsibility. The aim of this special session
is to qr'1~re.Y1cP t.m·rarc'!s thp at.taiY1'"'pnt. of p'pn.era.l anft com:n1etp

disarmament, under strict international control. He submit that there is

no doubt that progress along this path ,nll require greater democratization

and substantial strengthening of the negotiation machinery. Moreover, we support

thp nronosal to call a ~or1n ~isarm~~ent conference. ~arpfu1 nrenaration

and universal participation vrill be essential for the successful attainment

of the objective of such a conference: to :reach mandatory and binding

agreements for world disar~a~ent.

Finally, we believe that in a disarming and disarmed world: international

1isputes should be solved within the United Nations system. Thus this

system must become strong enough to arbitrate in such disputes and to enforce

sO)Jltions.

DisFlY''Y'''8Tl1pnt iv-ill not come about by its~lf, No matter how many diplomats

and experts we employ~ no matter how extensive a machinery we devise~ progress

tmvards disarmameRt will still depend upon one further factor 3 namely, public

"" opinion. Unless st:rong universal public SUDP0rt in favour of an effective

disarmament is mobilized all other measures will have little meaning, We

mu"t create an international opinion that vieiv-s disama:.,,;:;:"'. as both necessary

and fully
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and fully possible. Naturally, representatives of the militF17-in:J.us·c:':'2.1
complex, as well as other forces, propagate n"hd aDS to t"p contrar:: ; '1 ~al1'r
cQuntrips. T.lrdJe sUT'l'ort.:in.cr the RrT'.s rFlr'p" thpv ,.,~intpirl +l1P_t. .-ii'3ar~2:".:.ent '::1Jl
only lead to unemployment and that, therefore, it is not er~ono!!li.Lall:r fe:::si;Jle,.
/I.t a time of recession and high ui:lemployment this seems 1'1 telllnt, aT""U!'e,1t •

How'ever, l-re here knOV! well that a number of United Hations expert stul1..ies have
demonstrated that other practicable options do exist. Disarmament and
conversion of industrial technology and ~apacity from military to civilian and
peaceful purposes are not only possible but are.. actually preferable for all
countries, no matter what the~r social systems, Under such optior-s~ each
country must be mandated to develop alternative production plffi1s~ and thus
directly to aid the efforts of the pro-disarma~ent forces.

An important side-effect of such planning would be the gradual abolition
of the secrecy whi.ch ordinarily :mshrouds military affairs ever;y,.;-here. This
would contribute significantly to stronger pUblic control over ~;litary

establishments. In view of the perspectives which I have mentioned, the
world-wide affiliates of the International Youth and ~tudent r!lovement for
the United Nations call on the participants in this special session to
establish a clear and close connexicn betl.reen tTniter'l ~T8,tions str'l.tef"ies
for disarmament and development. PUCD a ] in)' r"HV sprve as a Rolic.
foundation for future planning and implementation of programmes by all
Governments, as well as by other political and social forces. Disarmament
for development, as an over-all strategy, must include the allocation to the
socl::l1 ann pconoT"ic cl.pvelo1Jmp1'1t. of' thirr'l T-TOrld cnuntrieR, throw'rh Unite".
'l\Tatinl1s hortips, of' a s:i',c::ni f'iC811t nortinn nf' the rpsnurcps relp8.spr'I h'" rec'l.uction
of' militarv hu(lrrets.
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It is widely admitted that public opinion is one of the most essential

elements for achieving progress towards disarmament. We believe that most

people admit also that non-governmental organizations play an important Tole
. . f . th h' ~herefore it is reasonable to test theln ln ormlng ..e pu llC.

sincp~ity of Governments in advancing the cause of disarmament, by assessing

their attitudes towards those non-governmental organizations which are actively

engaged in disarmament work.

1{e propose that the final document of this special session should express

support for this position; in other words, it f~ouln contain provisions strongly

encouraging public p,UPT1ort for the work of the non-governmental organizations.

We propose the establishment of a special international fund for assisting

non-governmental organizations in activities aimed at promoting disarmament.

All Governments should be encouraged to contribute to such a fund.

Despite the difficulties and problems, this special session has succeeded

in placing disarmament at the top of the international cOTl1Jnuni ty IS ae;enda. ~'!e

all hope that it will prove to have done the groundwork, and will become the

springboard, for real progress towards general and complete disarmament. The

International Youth and Student Movement for the TJnite~ Fations nledges itself to

do ~ore ttRn just hope for progress. As a movement of young people it, together

with other PPRce-oriented or~anizations, will continue and increase its work for

disarmament, hoping to Maintain ~nd ~urthp.r strengthen the momentum engendered

by this special session.
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The CHAIRMAN (inter-pretation from Spanish): I now call on the

representative of the Liaison Conference of Japanese National NGOs at th~

Special Session of the General Assembly Devoted to Disarmament, Miss Satoko Tanaka.

Hiss 'J'AlITAKI\ (Li8.ison Conference of Ja-panese National J\TGOs) (spoke in

Jananese: text furnished by the speaker): In the name of the Japanese Liaison

and Co-ordinatin~ Conference for Senning a Jananese ~GO Deleration to the Special'

Session aevoted to Disarmament, I should like to exnress my resnect and gratitude

to the United Nations for giving me this op:oortunity of addressing the Assembly

on behalf of Jananese NGOs concerned with disarmament.

On 30 May we 500 NGO renresentatives from Ja-pan handed to 1I1r. Kurt 't<Taldheim,

Secretary-General of this Or~anization, a position paner describing our thoughts

on the problem of disarmament ana a petition with 20 million signatures affixed,

requesting the General Assembly to take action to achieve comnlete nuclear

disarmament. 'J'hese signatures have been collected from one-fifth of the total

Japanese population within the first five months of this year. Each one of

them gave not only a siRnature but also a little SQm of money, such as five or

ten cents. These contributions made it -possible for 500 of us to come to New York,

to the United Nations, to prevent doomsday~ when the horror that came to Hiroshima

and Nagasaki might fall on this city or Moscow, Peking, London, Paris or the

third world, where two-thirds of mankind live.

~he foll01nnF three requests to the United Nations are enumerated clearly in

the petition: to make known to the people of the world more accurately and more

widely the horrors of the Firoshima-Nap.asaki atomic bombing and the suffering of

the Fibakusha or survivors; to outlaw the use of nuclear weanons as a crime

against hQmanity~ and to make treaties completely prohibiting the use, testing,

manufacture, stocknilinr., proliferation and deployment of nuclear weapons as

soon as possible.

r~ Japanese NGOs strongly r~quest that the United Nations take these firm

and concrete steps towards nuclear disarmament by implementing these three points.

Last summer, in Hiroshima, the International Symposium on the Damage and

After-Rffects of the Atomic Brnnbing of Hiroshima and Nagasaki, held under the

sponsorship of international NGOs, adopted the appeal entitled Life or Oblivion.
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!.r'T0'"".el~ ;"'li1 "'1211, '.":)1.111'" T'lE'onle auc1. children of the ,.;orld , unite! Unless

yon Cc") bre8~- t,11e chains that bind. you to the inereasine; armaments and

:'T;J.r, He '~lay lose nul' .i obs, our homes, our schools, our plaY8rounds, our

li.vr':s, our culture, our civilization, our ,oTQrld, •• Hiba)msha of the

r'iO~'l.:'l, :j~ I"Ire aJ.1. born free, "mt everYi·rhere "re are slaves to the se

)~lonst.rous nrenarations f'or fl third ,.rorld loTar. 11

It is est,imaten thpt the tvo atomic hombs, which I{ere far from beinf,

pf'ficient by today's stanc1A.rc1.s, caused. th.e death of 130,000 to 140,000 people

in !Th''''')sh~.''''.e ann 7h ~OOO :in 1'Ta,-::asaJd by the end of 1945 alone. Even today,

33 Y0C':.r'S 8.t~ter t.he bO;'lhin:-, the sl1rvivinn: TJibaImsha are suffering from

~}-)';'sical (~isorr'1ers anr 1)syc1.1010r:'ical Q.isturbances. In ao.di tion, the ~enetic

e""'''ect'i oP r:;oJiie.tion ahmys :nut psycholor,ica1 :r!ressures on them, which can

'n.E'ver be 'I'or":ot~cen, ::'ll1cl even '')revent the marriar;e of their children. The

!Ii~8.kus1>2 :'l,re livi1.'..."" I·ritnesses oT: the inhuman nature of nuclear weapons.

-;re rertuest the Ul,itet'l. Nations to propagate the Imm·rledge revealed at

the ~'1ll1)ofliu1"1 i. Tl1Tle r1 je.tely, so that :neople the "Torld over ,nll }mOW accurately

3.n~ u~ylerst?nci ee.sil:! the naJ"'.arte caused by the at,oM.ie hombing of' Firoshima and

1'·'"e ""es8'~j pn.c'l the suT:ferino: of the HibaImsha. In order to make the atomic

nOJ"".binCl' of' T-Tiros11i:me. e.!1Q. 1'Ta p.:as aId. the startin~-point of the efforts for

rr~ne:r?l anr'1 cOJl1.'Dlete C1ise.rJ"1.ament, I-re urr;e that the United Nations declare

~) .'\1..'J"l1st ::nr.cc·~erl "rations T')isarl'lament Da.y l1 for the complete prohibition of

Fe as~- t1:e ffn5.tet'l. ~!ations r.entre for nisarmament to conctuct research on

ne.tiol1e.ls atrer than <Tfl"laneSe \Tho I·rere living in Firoshima and Nae;asaki at the

t;:"e of" the 00Tl1.l')j.~, in :p3.rticuleT Y:oreal1s 3 an(l those affected by nuclear

te~ts on islRnQs in the ~Rcific, in the United States of America and elsewhere

a!,r~ +.0 fl,; '3close to the ,·ror1n. the findin~s of the investigation.

"""""e (!pl"prRl 1.1.sspr'1h l'r's resolution Jf-;53 (X'TI), at'lanten. at. its sixtepnth session

~,., :;(-.('., statr-:s e},.'7'llicitl\r the.t 11.se of' nuclear "·Tea'l)OJ1"'· is Fl. rH.rect violation

0'!" f;:'F- r',prte:t OJ' the TJniteCl. )'oTa.tions in that it cause:: lYl\:!ii~::'dminate suffering

q,~':; r"ev2.stp.·:;.nn +'0 Tl1.an'o511('. ano. civiliz8.tion ant'l. is CO",'·}':'" ;'y to the rules of
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int.ernat.ional Im·T ann t.he lA1'Ts of htIDlanity. Nevertheless, for 17 years since t.hen

t.he nuclear arms race, 1vhich is contrary to the ideas and the :principles

of t.he resolution, has been continuously accelerated. DinloMatic neGotiations

an~ international t.reat.ies so far concluded have had no effect at all.

~he to~ leaders of t.he ~a~or nuclear Powers admit that the nuclear

first.-strike capabilit.y of their countries has been enormously increase~

during the past. years and that this has led to the collapse of the

so-callprl nuclear cleterrent theory, since a minor conflict can develop into

a major con~rontation of global conse~uences between the super-Powers.

Tt is this .~rave feelinr; of crisis thA.t has brought about the conveninn:

of this special session, respondin~ to the call of the 86 non-ali~ned States.

TJnless this trend of hist.ory is reversed, it is probable that our

civilization 1~ill not survive the turn of this century. It is our hope that

all nations, ann the nuclear big Powers in particular, yrill 8fJTep in the 'Dro~rarnme

of' Rction, to ~r'lont a convention cn'l"'1nletply nro'l-tihitil1fT the usp o~

(Hiss '1'anaka. Liaison Conference of
Jananese National ITGOs)

nuclear Feanons as a crime arsainst international law.

He vere 0.eenlY impressed by the report of the Secretary-General to

the thirty-seconcl session of the General Assembly last August, entitled

llT'conomic an0_ !=ioc ial r;onseoyences of the Armaments Race and Its F.xtremely

Harmful ~ffects on \·Torl(l. Peace ana. Security". The history of the past 20 years

proves that it is not en~loyment nor prosperity that the arms race creates

but emnlo,ment, inflation, economic ineQuality and the SUbjUGation of the

~oorer nations by t.he richer.

~he Secretary-General clearly ~ointed out that nuclear disarm~ent must

be r;iven the hip,hest nriority. Alarmed by the threat to the very survival

of manldnfl nose0. by the existence of nuclear vea:t,:lons, 1ve believe that concrete

measures should. be introduced nronptly to facilitate the establishnent of

nuclear-free zones, to halt t.h,e n-rolifer8.tion of' rmclpar arms, to ban tr,eir

testin,es - 1'Thich breeds new p,enerations of Hibakusha - and to prohibit research

an0_ c.evelopmel1t of Y'1ore sonhisticated ifeapons and systeI"s.
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These decisions shoul~ not be left to the discretion of the two ~ajor

nuclear-weanon States - the United States of America and the Union of Soviet

Sociplist 'DeDublics ~ 'He are convinced that the General Assembly of the

TTniter'1 Nations should be mao.e the supreme ore;an 'Hhere final decisions on

disarmament are reached. l~ re~uest also that an organic relationship

be estahlishect betw'een the General Assembly and the Conference of the

C0~~ittee on Disarmament (CCD) and that the latter be reor~anized.

Fe support the uroposal t.o enl'J.rge and strengthen the Unit ea. Nations

Centre for nisarma!11.ent, maldnr; it a fu11·~scale a.gency of the United Nations,

like the Pood and A~riculture Organization of the United Nations (FAO) and

the UniteeL 1'Tations Pducational ~ Scientific and Cultural Organization (UNESCO),

ivi th sufficient staff, fune'! sand pm'Ters. T'Te a,lso support the nroT.losal that

the 1\TGOR concernecl. idth ctisarmament shoulo. have consultative status w'ith

the TTnitec1 Nations Centre for nisarmament.

l!Since I'Tars bep:in in the Il'dnC'.s of men, it is in the minds of men that

the defences of peace must be constructed l1
, savs the constitution of UNESCO.

~uclear weapons are manufactured and operated by human bei~gs. So, then,

it is also we as human beinr;s lTho must create a peaceful world wJ,thv~t

nuclear weanons. It is indeed the most supreme univ~rsal responsibility

th8t we mTe to our chile'!ren, to our ISrandchildren and to the twenty-first

cpnturv - '..TP 9 vhn h:o,ve ~nm71'1 thp Hiroshima and. rTaqasald bOr.1bs as nrototynes

a,nC', I'Th.O still live under the threat of ~mother nuclear i,rar. He urge the

United Wations and all wGOs of the world to use the coming International Year

of the Chil(1, as another o:oportunity to promote nuclear disarmament and peace.
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The current special. session r1evoten. to "'iSFlrI'lament 1,as not "et :fir,is~ecl its
\,ro:r1r o hut :its results are alreany v:is:ihle. '1'Ton-Cl'()'lTprnl'l1ental orr:anizaiions concerned
with disarmament have rallied all over the world for general and complete
disarmament and the elimination of nuclear arms in particular. Horld public
opinion is aroused and is paying attention to the deliberations of the special
session and the relevant activities of non-governmental organizations. It is
our hope that the final document to be adopted on 28 June will be realistic
and fruitful so that it will contribute to further the goals that we all share,
thus making the special session the turning point away from the destruction
facing mankind and towards new hopes for peace.

Let l'l1e, in conclu0in~ nv stat~~ent, cite one of the ~any noianant noems
written by the Hibakusha.

IiGive me back my father, give me back my mother,
Give me back my grandpa, give me back my grandma,
Give me back my boys, give me back my girls.

"Give me back myself, give me back the men
Linked to me.

IiAs long as men live as men,
Give us back peace,

A peac~

That never crumbles. li

The meeting rose at 1.15 rom.




